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Towards an optimal algorithm for recognizing Laman graphs∗

Ovidiu Daescu† Anastasia Kurdia‡

Abstract

Laman graphs are fundamental to rigidity theory. In computational geometry, they are closely related
to pointed pseudo-triangulationsof planar point sets through a property that states that the underlying
graphs of pointed pseudo-triangulations are Laman graphs.A graphG with n vertices andm edges is a
Laman graph, or equivalently a generic minimally rigid graph, ifm = 2n− 3 and every induced subset
of k vertices spans at most2k − 3 edges.

We discuss the problem of recognizing Laman graphs. Specifically, we consider theVerification
problem: Given a graph G withn vertices, decide if it is Laman.

The previously best known algorithm for the verification problem takesO(n3/2) time. In this work
we present an algorithm that takesO(Tst(n) + n logn) time, whereTst(n) is the best time to extract
two edge disjoint spanning trees fromG or decide no such trees exist. So far, it is known thatTst(n) is
O(n3/2). Our algorithm exploits a known construction called red-black hierarchy (RBH), that is a cer-
tificate for Laman graphs. Previous algorithms construct the hierarchy inO(n2) time. Our contribution
is two-fold. First, we show how to verify ifG admits an RBH inO(n log n) time and argue this is enough
to conclude whetherG is Laman or not. Second, we show that the RBH can be actually constructed in
O(n log n) time using a two steps procedure that is simple and easy to implement.

Finally, we point out some difficulties in using red-black hierarchies to compute a Henneberg con-
struction, which seem to imply super-quadratic time algorithms when used for embedding a planar
Laman graph as a pointed pseudo-triangulation.
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1 Introduction

Generic minimally rigid graphs in the plane, also known as Laman graphs, are fundamental to rigidity
theory [11, 4]. A graphG with n vertices andm edges is aLaman graphif m = 2n− 3 and every induced
subset ofk vertices spans at most2k−3 edges. In computational geometry, they are closely relatedtopointed
pseudo-triangulationsof planar point sets through a property that states that the underlying graphs of pointed
pseudo-triangulations are Laman graphs [11]. Thus, pointed pseudo-triangluations inherit the properties of
Laman graphs. For example, related to the work in this paper,it follows that if we double any edge of
a given pointed pseudo-triangulation then its underlying graph can be decomposed in two edge disjoint
spanning trees. Moreover, while not all Laman graphs can be embedded as pointed pseudo-triangulations,
everyplanar Laman graph can be embedded as a pointed pseudo-triangulation [4].

In this paper we consider recognizing Laman graphs. Specifically, we address theVerification problem:
Given a graph G withn vertices, decide if it is Laman.

Most existing verification algorithms take quadratic time in the number of input vertices to recognize
Laman graphs [7, 1]. A very elegant and simple algorithm is the pebble gamealgorithm, first proposed by
Jacobs and Hendrickson [5], and generalized later on by Streinu, Lee, and Theran in a number of papers [12,
6, 13, 3]. The pebble game algorithm solves the verification problem inO(n2) time.

Recski [10] and Lovasz and Yemini [8] proved that a graphG = (V,E) is Laman if and only if, for each
edgee ∈ E, the multigraphG ∪ {e} is the union of two edge disjoint spanning trees. In the remaining of
this section we assume an edge ofG has been doubled andG denotes the resulting graph.

A known subquadratic time algorithm is due to Gabow and Westermann [2] and requiresO(n3/2) time.
They solve this problem in two steps: (1) Find a 2-forest ofG (two edge disjoint spanning trees), which is
done inO(n3/2) time, and (2) Test if the top clump is empty: this is done inO(n log n) time and uses some
structures computed in step (1). Thus, step (2) is coupled with step (1), in the sense that if two edge disjoint
spanning trees are given to step (2), computed by some arbitrary method, then step (2) should be changed
and could require asymptotically larger time. Very recently, it was suggested to us that a method presented
in [13] can be adapted to speed up the top clump test toO(n) time, assuming the data structures computed
in step (1) are available.

A different verification algorithm was proposed recently byBereg [1]. The method in [1] performs a
step-by-step decomposition ofG, aiming to construct a hierarchical decompositionH of G, called ared-
black hierarchy(RBH). It is argued in [1] thatG is a Laman graph if and only if it admits a RBH. The RBH
construction in [1] has three steps: (1) Find two edge disjoint spanning trees, by some method (Bereg uses an
O(n2) time algorithm to obtain the trees, but he could have used thealgorithm in [2], forO(n3/2) time); (2)
Construct a red-black hierarchy, which is done inO(n2) time, and (3) Certify the hierarchy, which is done in
O(n) time. Since steps (2) and (3) do not depend on how step (1) is performed, Bereg’s method decouples
the computation of the two edge disjoint spanning trees in step (1) from the rest of the computation. Let
Tst(n) be the time to find two edge disjoint spanning trees. Step (1) takesO(Tst(n)) time, step (2) takes
O(n2) time [1], and step (3) takesO(n) time, totalingO(Tst(n) + n2) time.

We present anO(Tst(n) + n log n) time verification algorithm based on the following simple observa-
tion: from Corollary 4 in [1], it is not necessary to actuallyconstructH to decideG is Laman; we only
need to decide whether a RBH decompositionH existsfor G. Thus, steps (2) and (3) above from Bereg’s
algorithm become: (2) use the two spanning trees to decide whetherG admitsa RBH decomposition.

Our algorithm has two steps: (1) Compute two edge disjoint spanning trees by the best possible method.
We use the algorithm in [2] since this is the best we know (if, say, a simpleO(n log n) time algorithm is
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discovered for this part, we will use that one). This step takesO(n3/2) time. (2) Given two edge disjoint
spanning trees forG, we give a simple solution for deciding whetherG admits a RBH decomposition, that
uses depth-first search and segment trees only, and takesO(n log n) time. This step is independent of how
step (1) is done. At the end of step (2) we know ifG is Laman or not. Moreover, we also show that the
RBH can be actually constructed inO(n log n) time using a two steps procedure that is simple and easy to
implement. Thus, our algorithm decouples step (1) from step(2), achieving the desirable feature of Bereg’s
method (to take advantage of future improvements on step (1)), and solves the second step of the verification
in O(n log n) time instead ofO(n2) time.

Finally, we point out some difficulties in using red-black hierarchies to compute a Henneberg con-
struction, which seem to imply super-quadratic time algorithms when red-black hierarchies are used for
embedding a planar Laman graph as a pointed pseudo-triangulation.

2 Red-black hierarchies

Red-black hierarchies (RBH) are introduced in [1] as follows.

A hierarchyH(G,Th, α, β) for a given graphG(E,V ), |V | = n, is a graphH(Eh, Vh), Eh = Th ∪
β(E). Th is a set of edges forming a rooted tree. The functionα : V → L(Th), defines a one-to-one
correspondence between the vertices ofV and the leaves of the tree, denoted asL(Th). The function
β : E → V (Th) × V (Th) maps an edge(u, v) of G to the edgeβ(u, v) = (β1(u, v), β2(u, v)) of H
(called cross edge), so thatβ1(u, v) andβ2(u, v) are ancestors, but not common ancestors, ofα(u) and
α(v), respectively.

A RBH is a hierarchyH(G,Th, α, β) satisfying the following conditions: (1) The root of the treeTh has
exactly two children (root rule); (2) A vertex is the only child of its parent if and only if it is a leaf (leaf rule);
(3) For any cross edge its endpoints have the same grandparent but different parents in the tree (cross-edge
rule); (4) Cross edges connect all grandchildren of a vertexand form a tree (tree rule).

Given G, the construction of the RBH in [1] has two major phases. First, a copy of an edge ofG,
eadd, is added toG and two edge-disjoint spanning trees,T r (calledred tree) andT b (calledblack tree), are
computed forG∗ = G ∪ {eadd} using a known method (if no such trees exist, thenG is not Laman and we
stop). A graphG∗ and its two edge disjoint spanning trees are shown in Figure 1. Second, a decomposition
of G∗ is performed and a characterizing hierarchyH = H(G∗) is constructed in correspondence with the
steps of the decomposition. We describe this decomposition[1] below.

Supposeeadd ∈ T b and letE(G∗) = T r ∪T b. In the first step, a rootrh, corresponding toT r, is created
in H and is colored red. In the second step, the edgeeadd is removed fromT b and two nodes corresponding
to the resulting black treesT b

0
andT b

1
are made children ofrh in H and are colored black.

Then, an iterative procedure is performed to constructH. At the end of stepi − 1, edges of one color
c form a spanning forestF c = {T c

0
, . . . , T c

l } of G = {C0, . . . , Cl}, whereCi are connected subgraphs of
G, and each elementT c

i of F c is a spanning tree of its connected subgraphCi. When restricted to these
subgraphs, edges of the other colorc form a setF c = {{T c

0,0, . . . , T
c
0,k0

}, . . . , {T c
l,0, . . . , T

c
l,kl

}}. Each
elementF c

i of F c is a forest spanning its respective connected subgraphCi. The treesT c
i,j are ”linked”

together inG only with edges of colorc. There arel + 1 vertices of colorc at the last level ofH, each
corresponding to a tree fromF c. At the beginning of thei-th step, all edges of colorc crossing the multi-cut
defined byF c are found and deleted fromG. At this point,G consists of

∑l
i=0

|F c
i | connected subgraphs,

and the treesT c
i,j of color c are the spanning trees of their respective subgraphs. For each vertexvh of H

corresponding to a treeT c
i fromF c, ki+1 vertices of colorc corresponding to the trees fromF c

i are created
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Figure 1: A graphG∗ = G ∪ {eadd}.
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Figure 2:H at the end of stepi = 8 that completes the decomposition ofG∗.

in H as children ofvh. A cross edge is added between two verticesxh andyh at this now lowest level if the
corresponding treesT c

x andT c
y were previously in the same connected component and got separated at step

i− 1 by removing an edge of colorc between them. Addition of cross edges toH completes thei-th step of
the decomposition.

At stepi+ 1, these actions are repeated for the swapped colors. When at some stepj a cut of colorc is
to be found and some connected componentC does not have such cut, a vertexlh corresponding to a tree of
color c that spansC is created inH and the decomposition stops forC. The decomposition ofG ends when
it has ended for all connected components.

The resulting graphH characterizing the decomposition of the graph in Figure 1 isshown in Figure 2.
The entire decomposition process is given in appendix due tolack of space.

After H is constructed, a check of whetherH satisfies the definition of the RBH is performed. If the
answer is positive,H is a RBH and the corresponding graphG is a Laman graph. The method in [1] takes
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O(n2) time to construct the decomposition-characterizing graphH andO(n) time to verify that it satisfies
the definition of the RBH.

3 A sufficient condition

We show that if all edges are removed fromG during the decomposition process, the graphH constructed
from the decomposition is always a RBH and thusG is a Laman graph.

Vertices ofH correspond to spanning trees of connected subgraphs ofG. Anything marked by the
subscripth in what follows refers toH. C(vh) denotes the connected subgraph of vertexvh. V (vh) denotes
the set of vertices ofC(vh). T (vh) denotes a tree spanningV (vh). V (T ) denotes the set of vertices ofG
spanned by the treeT .

We first prove that the four RBH rules introduced earlier always hold for the decomposition-characterizing
graphH of anygraphG∗ = G ∪ eadd, if the edge set ofG∗ can be partitioned into two edge-disjoint span-
ning trees. Letcolor(vh) denote the color associated with nodevh (red or black). Ifc = color(vh) is red
thenc is black and vice versa.

Root rule. At the very first step,H is empty and a noderh of color c, corresponding to the spanning tree
T c that does not contain the added edgeeadd, is created inH. The noderh is the root ofH. Then,eadd is
deleted from the other treeTc, which necessarily creates exactly two trees of colorc in G∗ and exactly two
nodes of colorc in H that are children ofrh, corresponding to these two trees. Thus, the root rule always
holds.

Leaf rule. We first prove that if a vertexvh is the only child of its parent thenvh is a leaf. If a vertex
vh is the only child of its parent, the connected subgraphC(parent(vh)) could not be split any further
during decomposition andV (vh) = V (parent(vh)). At the step whenvh was created, the decomposition
process has stopped forC(vh): there was just one tree of colorcolor(vh) in C(parent(vh)) and just one
tree of colorcolor(vh) (otherwiseC(parent(vh)) would have been partitioned further andvh would have
siblings). Hence, the vertexvh corresponding toC(vh) is a leaf inH.

Next, we prove that a leaf vertex cannot have any siblings. Suppose there is a vertexyh havingk > 1
children and at least one of them is a leaf. The vertexyh corresponds to a connected subgraph spanned by a
tree of colorc = color(yh) and a spanning forest ofk trees of colorc. Each of its childrenxih corresponds
to a connected subgraphCi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, spanned by a tree of colorc and a forest of colorc (possibly
containing only one tree). If this spanning forest containsmore than one tree, there are edges of colorc in
Ci connecting the trees of the spanning forest. At the next stepof the decomposition these edges will be
deleted, the spanning tree of colorc will split into at least two different trees and corresponding vertices
will be created inH as children ofxih. Hence,xih cannot be a leaf vertex. If the spanning forest ofC(xih)
contains just one tree then a vertex corresponding to that tree, of colorc, is created inH as a child ofxih and
again,xih cannot be a leaf vertex. This argument holds for every child of yh, contradicting the assumption
that at least one child ofyh is a leaf.

Cross-edge rule. A cross edge is added between any two verticesuh andvh at stepi if their correspond-
ing vertex setsV (uh) andV (vh) previously belonged to one connected subgraphCu,v and got separated at
stepi− 1 by removing the edge between them. At leveli− 2 of H there is always a vertex that corresponds
to Cu,v. The vertices at the same level ofH correspond to connected subgraphs that are disjoint subgraphs
of G. Hence, no other vertex at leveli− 2 of H can correspond to a connected subgraph containingV (uh),
V (vh), their subsets, or the union of their subsets. The vertex corresponding to the connected subgraphCu,v

is a common grandparent ofuh andvh.
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Again, according to the construction rules, parents ofuh andvh in H correspond to different connected
subgraphs, souh andvh have different parents.

Tree rule. If k edges are removed from the treeT spanning the vertex setV (vh) corresponding to
some vertexvh of H, k + 1 new trees result fromT andk + 1 nodes are created as grandchildren ofvh
in H. For each edgee deleted fromT , a cross edge is added between the vertices corresponding tothe
two sub-trees ofT that were connected bye. Each grandchild ofvh gets a cross edge incident to it. There
arek + 1 grandchildren ofvh andk edges connecting them. The cross edges form a tree spanning all the
grandchildren ofvh.

We have shown that red-black hierarchy rules hold for anyH. Then, we only need to check ifH satisfies
the general definition of a hierarchy.

Lemma 3.1. If all edges are removed fromG during the decomposition process then the characterizing
graphH of G satisfies the definition of hierarchy.

Proof. The edges ofH are the union of the edges of the rooted treeTh and the cross edges. There is a cross
edgeeh = (uh, vh) in H for each edgee = (u, v) of G: The edgee is deleted fromG when it crosses the
cut separatingu from v; according to the construction rules, a cross edge is then added between the vertices
of H corresponding to the connected components ofu andv at the current step.

There is one-to-one correspondence between the leaves ofTh and the vertices ofG: Since the graph
splitting procedure continues until all edges are removed,each vertexv of G is eventually disconnected
from the rest of the graph by deleting an edge of some colorc. A vertexlh corresponding to a tree of color
c spanning the connected subgraphCv = {v} is then created inH. SinceCv cannot be split further, the
decomposition stops forCv andlh becomes a leaf vertex ofTh. Also, there is no leaf vertex inH that does
not correspond to a vertex ofG. Suppose there exists such a vertex inH. Then, it corresponds to a tree
spanning a connected subgraphCx, with |Cx| > 1. This means thatCx contains edges that were not deleted
during the decomposition ofG, a contradiction.

The endpoints ofeh are ancestors ofα(u) andα(v), respectively, but they are not their common an-
cestors: recall thatα(u) andα(v) are the leaf vertices ofH corresponding to verticesu andv of G. The
vertexuh corresponds to some connected componentC(uh). The vertices ofH that are descendants ofuh
correspond to connected components over the subsets ofV (uh). The leaf vertices ofH that correspond to
vertices inV (uh) are the descendants ofuh in H. Sinceu ∈ V (uh), uh is an ancestor ofα(u). Similarly,
vh is an ancestor ofα(v). The verticesuh andvh are connected by a cross edge corresponding to two dis-
joint connected subgraphs. Therefore,uh cannot be an ancestor ofα(v), and the end vertices ofeh are not
common ancestors ofα(u) andα(v). ✷

Lemma 3.2. If G has edges left at the end of the decomposition process, the characterizing graphH of G
does not satisfy the definition of hierarchy.

Proof. If there are non-deleted edges ofG when the decomposition stops, then there are no corresponding
edges for them inH. In addition, we do not have a one-to-one map fromV to L(Th): some leaves ofTh

correspond to connected subgraphs containing several vertices. ✷

Thus, buildingH is not required for certifying Laman graphs: just decomposeG based on the rules
in [1] and check ifG has edges left when the decomposition ends.
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4 The decomposition algorithm

We have shown that buildingH is not required for verifying thatG is a Laman graphs. It is sufficient to
perform the decomposition ofG according to the rules from [1] and then check whether there are edges left
in G. The decomposition algorithm has some notable features. Ateach step edges of only one color are
deleted. The groups of red and black edges are deleted in turns. At each step, except the first and the last
ones, at least one edge is deleted fromG (some edges may never be deleted). Thus, the edges ofG can
be grouped so that edges of one group are deleted fromG at the same step. The decomposition process
provides a natural order on these groups. We denote this ordering asg = (g2, g3, . . . , gk), where the indexi
of gi corresponds to the step at which the edges of the groupgi are deleted.

Instead ofH, we useg to characterize the graph decomposition. Our main goal now is to speed up the
decomposition algorithm from [1] using the following simple observation: deletion of any edgee = (u, v)
from its tree (of colorcolor(e)), whereu is a parent ofv in a DFS ordering of the tree of colorcolor(e),
always forms two trees such that one of them is rooted atv and all nodes in that tree are descendants ofv.

We slightly modify the graph decomposition algorithm from [1]. The edges to be deleted at the next step
are identified at the end of the preceding step and marked for deletion. At the first step,eadd is marked for
deletion (and no other action is performed). Each iterativestep inG consists of removing the marked edges
of some colorc and identifying and marking the edges crossing the cuts of the opposite colorc that appear
after removing the marked edges. We also note that once the original graph has split into several connected
subgraphs, the decomposition proceeds independently on each subgraph, and the problem of finding the
edges to be deleted at the subsequent step can be viewed as several independent subproblems, each on a
distinct connected subgraph.

Consider the graphG∗ and its two edge disjoint spanning treesT c andT c, rooted at verticesrc and
rc, respectively. LetDFS(c) be the depth-first search traversal ofG∗ starting atrc and using only edges
of color c, wherec is either red or black. We assign each vertex ofG two DFS order numbers, one from
DFS(red) and another one fromDFS(black). New edges are never added to the trees, so the numbers
never change. For any edge of colorc, it is always possible to establish the parent-child relationship of its
endpoints by looking at their DFS numbers for colorc. Whenever an edgee is mentioned in this text as a
vertex pair, the first vertex is always the parent of the second vertex inDFS(color(e)).

When an edgee = (u, v) of colorc is deleted from a treeT c
k rooted at somerc and spanning a connected

subgraphCk, two trees emerge:T c
i rooted atrc andT c

j rooted atv. Only the vertices ofT c
j are descendants

of v in DFS(c). The ancestor/descendant relationship can be established in theDFS(c) tree by looking at
the discovery and finish times (dc[·] andf c[·], respectively) of the vertices.

Lemma 4.1. An edge(x, y) of color c crosses the cut(V (T c
i ), V (T c

j )) induced by the deletion of the edge
(u, v) of color c if and only if one of its endpoints is a descendant ofv and the other one is not, i.e., exactly
one of its endpoints discovery times is int = [dc[v], f c[v]].

Proof. If dc[x] 6∈ t anddc[y] ∈ t, thenx ∈ T c
i andy ∈ T c

j , so e clearly crosses the cut. A symmetric
argument applies ifdc[x] ∈ t anddc[y] 6∈ t.

If dc[x] 6∈ t anddc[y] 6∈ t, neitherx nory are inT c
j , so both endpoints ofe are inT c

i ande does not cross
the cut. Ifdc[x] ∈ t anddc[y] ∈ t, both endpoints ofe are inT c

j ande does not cross the cut. ✷

From Lemma 4.1 it follows that if we associate an interval[dc[u], dc[v]] with every edge of colorc, the
intervals corresponding to the edges crossing the cut have exactly one endpoint int.

We identify such intervals using a segment tree data structure enhanced with two lists at each internal
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node, one sorted by the start time of the intervals stored at the node and one sorted by their finish time. A
segment tree [9] is a balanced binary search tree that storesa set of intervals with endpoints from a finite set
of abscissae (intervals corresponding to edges of colorc, for example). Each of its nodesu has an interval
I(u) associated with it and stores a list of input intervals intersectingI(u). Binary search in a segment tree
allows to report the intervals containing a query point.

In our case, the endpoints of the intervals are integer numbers, so an interval containing a pointp ±∆,
for any0 < ∆ < 1, contains the pointp as well. First, we find the intervals with one endpoint beforedc[v]
and the other endpoint int by querying for intervals containing the pointdc[v] − ∆. Second, we find the
intervals with one endpoint int and the other endpoint afterf c[v] by querying for intervals containing the
point f c[v] + ∆.

To ensure that each returned interval has an endpoint int we augment the standard segment tree by
storing two sorted lists at each node, instead of just one list. With each nodeu, we store a listLfinish(u)
of intervals that intersectI(u) that is sorted by the finish time of the intervals in non-decreasing order;
similarly, the listLstart stores the same intervals sorted by their starting time in non-increasing order. We
give both queries above an additional parameter:f c[v] for the first one anddc[v] for the second one. The
first query only looks at the listsLfinish and reports the intervals that have their right endpoint no greater
thanf c[v]. The second query only looks at the listsLstart and reports the intervals that have their starting
point no later thandc[v]. Thus, this data structure allows us to return intervals with exactly one endpoint in
t. Each query with an edge (intervalt) takesO(log n+k) time, wherek is the number of intervals (crossing
edges) reported. To avoid reporting an interval more than once, the interval is deleted from the segment tree
(including the sorted lists associated with the nodes that store it) when it is returned by a query. This can
be easily done inO(log n) time. Having two segment trees, one for the red intervals[dred[u], dred[v]] of
the black edges and the another one for the black intervals[dblack[u], dblack[v]] of the red edges, allows to
efficiently identify edges of the cuts at each step of the decomposition.

Lemma 4.2. The decomposition ofG can be done inO(n log n) time.

Theorem 4.3. Given a graphG with n vertices andm edges deciding whetherG is a Laman graph or not
can be done inO(Tst(n) + n log n) time, whereTst(n) is the time to extract two edge disjoint spanning
trees fromG or decide no such trees exist.

Proof. We can check thatm = 2n − 3 in O(n) time. Finding two edge disjoint spanning trees or deciding
no such trees exist takesTst(n) time. The best known algorithm so far for this task hasTst(n) = O(n3/2)
time [2]. The decomposition takesO(n log n) time:O(n log n) for the segment trees,O(n log n) to answer
all queries, andO(n) to check ifG has any edges left at the end of the decomposition. ✷

5 The reconstruction algorithm

The order in which edges are deleted fromG during the decomposition determines the structure of the
corresponding red-black hierarchyH, so giveng, one can unambiguously constructH in top-down fashion
according to the rules from [1]. The vertices ofH correspond to subtrees ofT c andT c, and there is a
vertex inH for each distinct sub-tree (ofT c or T c) that appeared during the decomposition ofG. In the
original approach, to construct thei-th level ofH, one has to know the spanning sub-trees at stepi − 2 of
the decomposition and to figure out what trees appear after removal of edges at the beginning of stepi. It
takesO(n) time to find the emerging trees.

We consider the decomposition process in reverse order (i.e. start fromn red andn black disjoint trees
and add edges to them until two spanning trees are formed), and take advantage of the fact that it is faster
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Figure 4:H after considering edges ofg8 andg7 = {(m, o), (m, p)}.

to union the disjoint sets into larger sets than to partitionthe trees into disjoint sub-trees. As a result, the
proposed bottom-up construction method is faster and produces the same graphH as the top-down approach.

The last groupgk of g = (g2, g3, . . . , gk) contains edges of some colorc deleted at the very last step
of the decomposition. Each endpointv of edges ofgk corresponds to a subtree ofG of color c spanning
only the vertexv. A leaf nodevh = α(v) is added to thek-th level ofH for each such vertexv. Only
one leaf vertex is created for the endpoint shared by multiple edges fromgk. For every edge(u, v) of gk a
corresponding cross edgeβ(u, v) = (α(u), α(v)) is added toH. For every leaf vertexα(v) of H, its parent
should be at levelk − 1 of H, corresponding to a subtree inG that is of colorc and spans only the vertexv.
Such parent vertexvph = parent(α(v)) is added to levelk − 1 of H along with a tree edge connectingvph
andα(v) (we call this theparent creation rule). The vertices ofH connected by a cross edge have the same
grandparent. For every cross edge treeT

j
k formed at thek-th level, a vertexvgh is added to levelk − 2 of H,

as well as a tree edge connectingv
g
h andvph, for everyvh ∈ T

j
k . We have completed levelk of H as well as

added some elements to the two upper levels. See Figure 3 and Figure 4 for an illustration.

At the i-th iterative step for each cross edge(x, y) of gi of color c two verticesvxh andvyh on thei-th
level ofH are identified. They correspond to trees inG of color c that containedx andy respectively at the
i-th step of the decomposition. If for some endpointx of an edge fromgi vxh does not exist on thei-th level
of H, a new vertexvxh should be created at thei-th level and a parent for it should be added following the
parent creation rule. Then the cross edge corresponding to(x, y) is added toH betweenvxh andvyh. After
all edges ofgi are considered, all cross-edges of thei-th level ofH are in place. For each cross edge tree
T
j
i formed at thei-th level ofH, a node is added to leveli − 2 of H. That grandparent node becomes a

parent of the parents of the vertices ofH spanned by the cross-edge treeT
j
i . At this time thei-th level ofH

is complete and levelsi− 1 andi− 2 of H are partially constructed. Repeating these steps for allgi, i > 2,
yields the RBHH.
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Figure 5:G \ {e}.

Lemma 5.1. Given two edge-disjoint spanning trees forG∗, a red-black hierarchy forG, if it exists, can be
constructed inO(n log n) time.

Proof. Obtainingg for G∗ takesO(n log n) time (Lemma 4.3). The time spent on reconstructing one level
is proportional to the number of cross edges at that level. The total number of cross edges isO(n). We use
a standard UNION-FIND data structure for maintaining the vertices ofG that the vertices ofH correspond
to at each step (notice that the actual trees of colorc or c defined by those vertices inG are not needed to
constructH). This allows to complete the reconstruction phase inO(n log n) time, so the total time for
constructing the RBH isO(n log n).

✷

6 RBH and Henneberg construction

In this section we point out some difficulties in using red-black hierarchies to compute a Henneberg con-
struction forG, which seem to imply super-quadratic time algorithms when red-black hierarchies are used
for embedding a planar Laman graph as a pointed pseudo-triangulation.

The vertexe of the graph in Figure 1 falls in case 4 a) from [1]: the grandparent of the leaf vertexα(e)
has more than two children,α(e) has two incident cross edges and its immediate parent has oneincident
cross edge (see Figure 2). During the Henneberg construction we need to remove vertexe from G along
with its incident edges(e, g), (e, f), and(e, d), and insert an edge between two of the verticesg, f , andd to
restore the Laman property of the modified graph. Note thatG already has edges(g, d) and(g, f), and thus
adding the edge betweend andf is the only option.

Having removede from H, we need to restore the properties of the hierarchy as ife was never present
in the original graph. This does not appear to be an easy task,since the red-black hierarchy for the graph
G \ {e} (Figure 5) differs significantly from the one forG (Figure 6). Thus, it seems one would need to
recompute the RBH for the resulting graph (starting with finding two edge disjoint spanning trees), which
would takeO(Tst(n)+n log n) time rather thanO(n) time in [1]. Essentially, obtaining the new RBH from
the old one would be as difficult as obtaining two edge disjoint spanning trees for the new graph from the
edge disjoint spanning trees of the original graph.

The argument above implies that, overO(n) steps, the Henneberg decomposition would take time
O(n(Tst(n) + n log n)). Accordingly, embedding a planar Laman graph as a pointed pseudo-triangulation
using red-black hierarchies would requireO(n2.5) time using the best known algorithm for finding two
edge-disjoint spanning trees, which givesTst(n) = O(n1.5) [2].
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Figure 6:H for G \ {e}.
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Appendix
A sample construction of the decomposition characterizinggraph

As an example we consider the decomposition of the graph fromFigure 7. The red tree (drawn with thick lines) is
rooted at the vertexb and the black tree is rooted at the vertexa. All vertices ofH , except the top one, are marked with
the lists of vertices of their corresponding subtrees. The edges ofG∗ deleted at theith step are shown with dashed
lines.

Figure 22 presents the resulting graphH characterizing the decomposition ofG.
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Figure 7: Original sample graphG∗.
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Figure 8:G∗ at the end of stepi = 1, no changes in the original graph.
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Figure 9:H at the end of stepi = 1.
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Figure 10:G∗ at the end of stepi = 2.
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Figure 11:H at the end of stepi = 2.
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Figure 12:G∗ at the end of stepi = 3.
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Figure 13:H at the end of stepi = 3.
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Figure 14:G∗ at the end of stepi = 4.
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Figure 15:H at the end of stepi = 4.
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Figure 16:G∗ at the end of stepi = 5.
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Figure 17:H at the end of stepi = 5.
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Figure 18:G∗ at the end of stepi = 6.
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Figure 19:H at the end of stepi = 6.
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Figure 20:G∗ at the end of stepi = 7.
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Figure 21:H at the end of stepi = 7.
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Figure 22:H at the end of stepi = 8 that completes decomposition ofG∗.
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